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We shall be concerned with two asymptotic properties of solutions of the 
nonlinear abstract wave equation 
8~” + yd = A2u + f(t, u) 
in a Banach space; here A2 is a linear operator, in general unbounded. In the 
first part of the paper we let E --f 0 and ask about the connection between g 
and a suitable solution U of the unperturbed equation 
$7 = A2U +f(t, U), 
and also about the connection between ri and u’. In the last part, we seek 
conditions on f which will guarantee that to each bounded solution u of 
u” + yu’ = A2u +f(t, u) 
there is a bounded solution U of the linear (unperturbed) equation 
U”+yU’=AW 
such that II u(t) - U(t)11 --t 0 as t -+ co, and conversely. An integral-equation 
method based on the representation of Hersh [7] is used for the resolution 
of both problems. 
I. A SINGULAR PERTURBATION PROBLEM 
Let the (possibly unbounded) linear operator A in the Banach space 35 
generate the c,-contraction group T(t); then for every l > 0 the linear prob- 
lem for u(t) = u,(t) is known to have a unique solution for u,, , u, in a dense 
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subset of % [3,5,6,7]. Here a solution is a function u: [0, CL)) -+ 9(A2) which 
has two strong derivatives and satisfies the differential equation and initial 
conditions. Similarly, the problem 
U’ = A2U, U(0) = 24, 
has a unique once differentiable solution. For suitable u,, , u1 it was proved in 
[l] that uXt> -+ U(t) as E -+ 0+ uniformly for t E [0, T] for any T > 0; 
we shall show that this asymptotic behavior extends to solutions of certain 
nonlinear nonhomogeneous problems 
2~” + u’ = A2u + f(t, u), 40) = uo , u’(0) = 241 ) (1) 
U’ = A2U +f(t, U), U(O) = uo 7 (2) 
where f : [0, co) x 5? -+ % is continuous. 
Since our concern is with the asymptotic behavior of solutions, we shall 
simply assume throughout that problems (l), (2) are well posed; conditions on 
fs uo, u1 sufficient for this can be found in the literature [3-6] or readily 
established by applying standard techniques to the integral equations 
appearing below. 
The results which we obtain can be extended to other, more general 
problems by imposing general conditions on the fundamental solution, much 
as is done in [ 1] for the linear case. Also, the restriction on A can be relaxed to 
the condition that A generate a co-group rather than a contraction group. A 
simpler exposition results from restricting attention to the specific problem 
considered here, which includes the telegraphist’s equation of applications. 
An extensive bibliography of singular perturbation theory for partial 
differential equations can be found in [8]; for singularly perturbed equations 
in a Banach space, see [l]. 
THEOREM 1. Let, for each T > 0, f (t, u) satisfy a Lipschitz condition in u 
uniformly in t E [0, T]. Then for any T > 0 the solution u,(t) of (1) tends 
uniformly for t E [0, T] to the solution U of (2). 
Proof. As may be checked by direct computation, the solution of the 
problem 
c2v” + v’ = A2v, v(0) = 0, v’(O) = ?4 
called the fundamental solution of (l), is given by 
V(t) = + ee-t/2Es 
t/E 
s ( 
Jo 
-tic 
&- [t2 - ~~sz]l/~) T(s) z,b dS 
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for # EZ+I), the (dense) domain of A, where JO(z) is the Bessel function of 
order zero and first kind, that is, JO satisfies 
22y” + zy’ + z?y = 0, Y(O) = 4 y’(0) = 0. 
This is the fundamental solution of (1) constructed in [7]. The solution of the 
inhomogeneous problem 
2wn + w’ = A2w +f(t), w(0) = w’(0) = 0, 
is then found by Duhamel’s principle to be 
w(t) = & S,ot/~~~~~~~~~, e-(1/2E2)(t-u)J0 (4 [(t - p)2 - E~s~]~/~) T(s f(p) ds dp. 
A representation for the solution ye(t) of the problem 
c2y” + y’ = A2y, Y(O) = uo 3 Y’(O) = Ul 
can also be written out by standard techniques applied to v; this will not be 
done here because we will not need this representation. It follows that the 
solution of the inhomogeneous problem 
e2x” + x’ = A2x +f(t), x(O) = “0 , x’(0) = 111 
is given by xdt> = y,(t) + w,(t), and hence that the solution of (1) satisfies the 
integral equation 
Since A generates the co-group T( .), it follows that A2 generates the co- 
semigroup s(t) (in fact, AS(~) is an analytic semigroup) with the representation 
1 
s(t)a=2011” --co s 
m e-8a/4tT(s) a ds 
[3, p. 921 in terms of T(e). Proceeding as above, we find that the solution of 
(2) satisfies the integral equation 
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where Y is the solution of the problem 
Y’ = AZY, Y(0) = u. . 
For convenience we introduce the notation 
Jqt, p, s, 6) Z e-(lPZ)(t-~) Jo ($ [(t - CLy - ,q1/2) , 
K,(t, p, s, c) = [?r(t - p)]-112 e-s2/*(t-@), 
3(P) =.b w4); 
we shall consistently denote by k a generic constant. 
Combining (3) and (4), we get the following inequality for u,(t) - U(t): 
= I/ Ys(4 - Y(Ol + 4 + 4 . (5) 
It was shown in [l] that y.(t) + Y(t) as E -+ Of uniformly for t in [O, T] for 
any T > 0; this may also be established for u0 E 9(A2), ul E 9(A) by writing 
yE(t) and Y(t) out in terms of the fundamental solutions and making estimates 
similar to those that follow. We consider then 1, = $Ii+ + $1i-, where 
II’ = /i j” If j(l’- 
0 0 
WWfW ds - jam WN.fW dsj4 /I 1 
and show that 11+ -+ 0 as E -+ 0+ uniformly in t E [0, T]; a similar argument 
holds for I,-. We have that, for any constant 6 > 0, 
+ L&*,ir I f& I II W)3(~>ll ds& 
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Since for large positive x [9, p. 3731 
Jo(ix) = (2.rr~)-~/~ ez[l + 0(1/x)], 
where 1 0( l/x)/ < k/x, it follows that for some constant k the estimate 
Jo(ix) < ke* 
is valid for all x > 0. Since in general (as - P)r/* < a - $(F/a), we have t 
estimate 
It follows that 
) Kl(t, p, s, <)I ,< ke-sa/4(t-~). 
which can be made arbitrarily small. A similar procedure yields the estima 
I,, < KS, which can be made small uniformly in E by choosing 6 small. 
There remains 119, for which we have 
113 < -L 1 
max(t-6.0) (l/4(+4) 
E 0 
I 
I KI I II W)h4l ds& E-‘,2(t-e) 
max(t-d.0) m 
+s f 
0 
l -‘,s(t-rr) I K2 I II WU%4ll dsdcL 
+s, 
maw-t8.0)~0&4-4 j 
f G - K2 / II W&411 A+ 
= J1 + J2 + Ja - 
Using (7), we can estimate J1 as follows: 
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where we have set in turn r = (l/r) (t - CL), u = s/2(~7)r/~, and where 
E&(x) is the complementary error function. Since the last integral exists 
(E&(x) < KC”*), Jr = O(#) as B -+ 0, uniformly in t. Ja can be handled in 
a similar fashion: setting u = $s(t - p)-l12 we get that 
J2 < k Jot[I r-‘,z(t- 
1 u 
)1,2 e& du dp = k j’ Erfc(2-1c-1/2(t - ~)l/~) dp 
0 
s t <k e--(t-u)12e dp < kc. 0 
We must now consider Ja . We may suppose that 0 < E < 4, and so 
& [(t - p)2 - 6%2]1/2 > $ (1 - E)r’2 (t - CL) >, I; 
since 6 > 0 has been fixed, the argument of the Bessel function in the inte- 
grand is large for small E uniformly in t, CL, s, so we may expand Jo in its 
asymptotic expansion for large imaginary argument (6): 
For 0 < s < clP(t - CL) we have a/(t - p) < c112, so we can expand the 
square root as 
[(t - p)2 - ,%2]1/2 = (t - p) - & + o(62) = tt - cl> (1 + O(E)) 
(observing that A2/2(t - p) < e(t - ~)/2) uniformly in t, p, s. Thus 
Jo (& [@ _ p)2 _ ,2s2]1/2 ) = R(l~;;y;;y;+f-@) [l + O(41, 
uniformly in t, p, s. Hence for J3 we have the bound 
since the inner integral is a. 
Referring to the inequality (5), we have succeeded in showing that II tends 
to zero as F + Of, uniformly in t E [0, T]. 
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To estimate I,, we write 21, = I,+ + I,-, where 
122+ = f jotjo~l’~)(t-u~ I JG I II fD, 4~)) - f(p, U(~))ll ds 4; 
it will be enough to estimate Iz+ since similar estimates are valid for I,-. 
Using the Lips&i& continuity off, we have the estimate 
(8) 
It has already been shown that the first two integrals tend to zero as E -+ 0, 
uniformly for t E [0, T]. In the third integral we have 
Kl = 
Ee-s2/4(t-u) 
&/2@ _ 41/2 [1 + O(419 
as has already been shown. Thus the third integral of (8) is bounded by 
41 + O(E)) jot 1 jam +;;;‘5;1,2 ds1 II G4 - W4ll dp 
Combining all these estimates and using the abbreviation 
X(P, 6) = II %(P> - wdl 2 
we get from (5) the inequality 
x(ts 6) G o(l) Cl + o~$r+> 41 + 41 + o(l)] s” x(p, 4 dp 
0 
= O(l) [I + o;;$r+, <>I +k jot X(/A, l ) dp, . 
where o(1) denotes a quantity which tends to zero with E, uniformly in 
t E [0, TJ. Applying Gronwall’s inequality [2, p. 371 yields 
x(t, e) d 41) 11 + ,=& 4~ 41 11 + R jot ekft--‘) dsl 
= O(l) r1 + oz$T x(cL, 41. 
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From this it readily follows that ~up~~,~r x(t, l ) - 0 as E + 0, establishing 
the theorem. 
THEOREM 2. In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 1, assume that ft(t, u) 
satisfies a Lipschitz condition in u uniformly in t E [0, T]. Assume also that the 
Frtkhet derivative f,(t, u) exists (it is, of course, a linear operator in .“X for 
each t, u) and assume that fu depends continuously, in the operator norm, on t 
and u. Let u,, E 9(A3), u1 eB(A2). Then for any 6 > 0, u,'(t) + U'(t) as 
e---f O+ unayormly for t E [6, T]. 
Proof. Making the change of variable 7 = t - p in the integral of (3), 
differentiating with respect to t, and returning to the original variable, we are 
led to the following integral equation for u,‘: 
e-(l12”)tJo (<i& [P - c2s2]1/2) T(s)f(O, uO) ds 
+ & jotj~~~,~::~~, e-(l@)(t-u)J,, (4 [(t - p)2 - E‘V]~/~) T(s) 
x ft(cL, 44) +f&L, 4~)) uc’(~>ldsd~. 
Similarly 
u’(t) = y’(t) + jm (47rt)-li2 e-82/4tT(s) f (0, u,,) ds 
--oc 
+ jotjel [4?r(t - ~)]-l/~ e-s2/4(t-fi)T(s) 
x [f& U(P)) +fu(p> U(P)) W)Idsd~. 
Observe that v E ye’ satisfies the homogeneous equation c2v” + v’ = A2v 
and initial conditions v(0) = u1 , v’(0) = E-~(A~u, - ur). Thus we can write 
v = x + z, where x, x satisfy the homogeneous equation and the initial 
conditions 
x(O) = Ul , x’(0) = 0, 
z(0) = 0, z’(0) = @(A2U, - Ul). 
Similarly, V = Y’ satisfies 6” = A2V, V(0) = A2u, , and we write 
V = X + Z where X, Z satisfy the homogeneous equation and the initial 
conditions 
X(O) = Ul 9 Z(0) = A2u, - u1 . 
409/49/3-1x 
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Jt follows from Theorem 1 that xc(t) + X(t) as E--P 0+ uniformly for 
t E [0, T]; if we show that z,(t) -+ Z(t) uniformly for t E [6, T], we will have 
YE’(t) + Y’(t) uniformly on [a, T], as desired. But, as is readily verified, 
z,(t) zzz & e-t% s”“” _I, ( E 
-(llt)t 
7g- Ct2 - E2S2P2) T(s) (A%, - ul) ds, 
z(t) = (47rt)-‘l” Jrn e-Sa/4tT(s) (A2u, - I+) ds, 
--co 
and 11 q(t) - Z(t)11 -+ 0 on [a, 7’1 follows from now familiar estimates. 
Since Theorem 1 shows that u, -+ U uniformly on [0, T], we have from the 
continuity of fu that f&, 11,(p)) = fu(p, U(p)) + o(l), where o(1) denotes an 
operator such that /I o( 1) u j\/[/ a II-+ 0 uniformly in p E [0, T] as E + 0 for 
each a E I, a # 0; i.e., 1) o(lJ -+ 0. Thus 
Ilfu(P, a4) %‘(P) - fu(P, VP.)) w4lI 
,< Ilfh, G-4)II II %‘(P) - w4I + II 4l)ll II V’WII 
G k II %‘(P) - ~Wll + 41). 
With the use of this estimate, the remainder of the proof becomes a repetition 
of the types of estimates used in establishing Theorem 1, and will be omitted. 
2. ASYMPTOTIC EQUIVALENCE OF LINEAR AND NONLINEAR EQUATIONS 
Let A generate a c,,-contraction group T(t) on the Banach space S”, let y 
be a nonnegative constant, and let f : Rf x Z + $5 be continuous. We shall 
establish conditions on the growth off under which for any bounded solution 
11 of 
u” + yu’ = A2u + f (t, u) (9) 
there exists a bounded solution U of the linear homogeneous equation 
U”+yU’=A2U (10) 
such that II u(t) - U(t)11 + 0 as t -+ co, and conversely. Thus we seek con- 
ditions on f which insure that the detectability of the nonlinearity/nonhomo- 
geneity disappears as time increases. 
THEOREM 3. Let f (t, u) = fi(t) + f2(t, a), where f2(t, 0) = 0 and there 
iztits a function k(t, p) for p > 0 which is nondecreusing in p and such that, 
tdmmw II u II < P, II w II < P> 
IIf&, 4 -f&s 411 ,< &, P) II u - w II - 
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If y > 0, assume that for each p > 0 
s 
a 
t1/2e%(t, p) dt < CO, 
I 
‘m Wevt 11 fi(t)ll dt < CO; 
if y = 0, assume that for each p > 0 
i 
02 
s 
m 
tk(t, p) dt < co, t IIfiW dt < 03. 
Then for each bounded solution U of (10) there exists a bounded solution u of (9) 
such that (1 u(t) - U(t)(l -+ 0 as t -+ 00, and conwersely. 
Proof. Throughout the following k will denote a generic constant. Let U 
be a bounded solution of (10); suppose specifically Ij U(t)11 ,< p. Define 
Ill w(t)ll!r = ;;; II 49 
for w(t) in the set CT,sO of continuous functions from [T, 00) to .% satisfying 
the bound supt>r I/ w(t)11 < 2p; CT,sO is thus a metric space. For y > 0 
define an operator 3 on Cr,sp by 
(Sw) (t) = U(t) + +- S,“Jty” e-(Y/2)(t-u)J0 (-$ [(p - t)” - s2]l!‘) 
LL 
x T(s) f (cL> ~(4) ds dcL; 
since 1 Jo( < ke* and (a2 - b2)l12 < a - b2/2u, we have 
/ ew2)h+t)Jo ($ [(P - q2 - s2]1/2) 1 < ke(r/2)(u-t)e(v/2)[(~-t,2-s~]~~* 
< ~p(u-t+-d/4bt) 
, 
from which follows 
ll(3w) (t) - U(t)11 < Kp jm ev(u-t) jrn e-YS2’4(rr-t)[llfi(~)l’ + &, +)I ds 4 
t --co 
< KP tDC (P - t)lj2 ey~u-t~[llfi(~)l! + &, %)I dcL < CO. s 
Thus the integral defining 23 converges. Moreover, we have 
Ill@4 WIIIT G Ill W)lll~ + 4 jTw ~1~2eyuNf~(~)ll + k(p,%)I dcL 
< 33, 
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if we choose T sufficiently large. We therefore assume T chosen so that 
29: CT.20 - CT.20 . A straightforward but tedious calculation shows that 
x E gw satisfies the equation 
We also have that 
Ill(~w> (4 - 
g + yx’ = A?z +f(t, w). (11) 
<sup+ m &b--t 
DT ss I t t-u e-(Y/ZwP)JO ($ [(p _ q2 - $7112) j 
,< //I W(t) - v(t>iliT J; /‘1’2~y”k(~, 2~) 4 
< + I// w(t) - v(t)lllT 
provided T is chosen large enough. Thus, for sufficiently large T, 3 is a 
contraction map, and hence has a fixed point u defined on [T, co). According 
to (1 I), this fixed point satisfies (9). That II U(t) - u(t)]/ -+ 0 is obvious from 
the construction. 
If y = 0, we define the operator 3 on CT,2r, by 
(94 (4 = U(t) + ii f “.g’ T(s)& 44 h 4 t 
and proceed as before. 
The converse is easier, for, given a bounded solution u of (9), we define for 
Y>O 
U(t) = u(t) - + irnj._lt e-w2)(t-dJ0 (5 [(p - t)2 - s]‘/2) 
x T(s) fb 44) tfs dp 
and for y = 0 
W = u(t) - 4 ,“f;l’ W.&L, W(P)) h dtL. t 
Calculation shows that U so defined satisfies (10). 
Remark. The asymptotic equivalence of the equation 
uw + yu’ = A% +f(t, u, u’) (12) 
with (10) can be studied in a similar manner. In this case the result has the 
more restrictive form: given a bounded solution u of (12) with bowzded 
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derivative, there exists a bounded solution U, with bounded derivative, of (10) 
such that 11 u(t) - U(t)11 -+ 0 as t + co, and conversely. The same result can 
be established by reducing (12) to the first-order system 
on 35 x SF, where 
w’ = Mw +f(t, w) 
w = (a, Id’), M= &2 J j(t, w) = (f(t, u, u’), Q 
9(M) = B(A2) x a(A), and using a result of Goldstein [5] to show that M 
generates a c,-group on a subspace of X x 37. 
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